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We all love a little laugh as it helps us in getting fresh and hearty. Who doesn't likes a good session
of jokes? If you too are looking to add a little humor to your life and you would love to have some
rib-cracking laugher sessions, we have a perfect book for you. The Internet is a vast repository of
jokes and the list is practically too big to handle. However, not all jokes are funny, and damn, we all
know how much it frustrates to hear a joke (and some pathetically long ones too) and then end up
wondering WTF, where did that go?! Heck, I didn't even twitch an eyelid, leave apart laughing. So,
to spare you from all such bloopers.... We have brought for you the best jokes of 2016, compiled all
together. We have spanned multiple dimensions and we are sure that you can't keep a straight face
as you listen to the jokes. They are just too funny to simply smile. We had a cracker of a time
compiling it as we broke into fits of laughter. So, are you all set to truly have a fun ride by dabbling
on the best jokes that were hot on the Internet?
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I enjoyed reading this book until the very last page because itâ€™s really funny and very
entertaining. I couldnâ€™t stop laughing, some of the jokes are 101% hilarious. They say,
â€œLaughter is the best medicineâ€• and yes I agree with that. This book will not only put a smile on
your face but it will also brighten your day. A simple smile or laugh can change your mood. This
book is simply perfect for everyone. The author, Kevin Murphy did a great job in compiling and
selecting the best jokes for this year.

This is the Compilation of the Best Jokes ever. :)I've read the entire book, and throughout my

reading from the first page to the last page, I laughed out loud. Lol.. :Dheheh..Yeah, truly, these are
the best jokes I've ever come across with..Most of the lines and jokes in this book are very new..If
you want to be happy and laugh all night, and if you want to crack a joke around your friends and be
a star, then I recommend you read this Best Jokes 2016, I assure you, you would truly be a star.
:)With that, I would give Best Jokes 2016 and Kevin Murphy a Great 5-Star with a Wonderful Smile.
:)

Absolutely loved this joke book! This was actually really funny! Most joke books I have come across
are very similar and are more aimed at kids, this one had some great lines in it. Definitely
recommended. Thank you for great service for humanity!

When bored or feeling low, why not take a deep breath and grab this book! As the popular clichÃ©
goes, â€œLaughter is the best medicineâ€•. Spend some time to sit back, relax and laugh. Read
over the best jokes this eBook purposely compiled just for your fun and laugh trip. Break the ice and
laugh all you can as you enjoy reading every page of this book!

Are you in gloomy mood? Do you want to add humor in your characteristics? Looking for some
really funny jokes?Then you must read the book. Itâ€™s having some real jokes!No large jokes that
will disgust you. Only real jokes to make you laugh.Get ready to travel the world of fun through the
book. Read the book and enjoy yourself.

Although the author talks of kids funny jokes, I took time to read through and it was a time to remind
my self of the past years and of course I enjoyed, As I switched off my world and enjoyed the kids
stories and funny jokes that makes this book a good relaxation time, Don't be too serious all the
tome .

This book is just like as a fun box which described many funny jokes. I got this book in and I also
bought this book for me. Because I like to read to fun book. I also read this book and it was so
funny. Thanks author to write this type of book.

This book is a small price for a large amount of laughs. While I never heard these jokes before, they
reminded me of jokes that would likely be told by my favorite television boss of all time, Michael
Scott. I could picture him holding a staff meeting and going off topic telling some of these jokes. I

highly recommend this book for those that are fans of shows like â€œThe Officeâ€• or just general
fans of comedy.
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